Abstract-The use of mobile devices, including smartphones, tablets, smart watches and notebooks are increasing day by day in our societies. They are usually connected to the Internet and offer nearly the same functionality, same memory and same speed like a PC. To get more benefits from these mobile devices, applications should be installed in advance. These applications are available from third party websites, such as google play store etc. In existing mobile devices operating systems, Android is very easy to attack because of its open source environment. Android OS use of open source facilty attracts malware developers to target mobile devices with their new malicious applications having botnet capabilities. Mobile botnet is one of the crucial threat to mobile devices. In this study we propose a static approach towards mobile botnet detection. This technique combines MD5, permissions, broadcast receivers as well as background services and uses machine learning algorithm to detect those applications that have capabilities for mobile botnets. In this technique, the given features are extracted from android applications in order to build a machine learning classifier for detection of mobile botnet attacks. Initial experiments conducted on a known and recently updated dataset: UNB ISCX Android botnet dataset, having the combination of 14 different malware families, shows the efficiency of our approach. The given research is in progress.
INTRODUCTION
Users have been downloading an increasingly large number of mobile phone applications in response to advancements in smartphones. To benefit maximally from the facilities the smartphones offer, relevant applications should be installed in advance. Since Android operating system provide an open source environment, these applications are available from third parties on google play store and various other applications stores. Google play store is a collection of services that allow users to discover, install, and purchase application from their android devices or the web. The developers can easily reach the android application users through Google play store. Android mobile platform is becoming more popular with estimated 1.8 million applications in the official Google's android market having downloads in excess of 25 billion by December 2015 [1] .
The increased number of applications leads to a greater chance of installing malware to the mobile devices. A malware (malicious software) reflect the harmful intention of a cybercriminal (botmaster) to create malware like adware, bugs, rootkits, spyware, Trojan horses, viruses and much more. Among these malwares, mobile botnets are quickly gaining the attention of researchers. A mobile botnets is a group of compromised smartphones that are controlled by remote botmaster(s) through command and control (C&C) servers [2] [3] [4] . As far as we are aware, the first mobile botnet named SymbOS/Yxes-appeared in 2009 [5] . This botnet targeted SYMBIAN OS platforms, using a rudimentary HTTP-based command and control (C&C) channels: both Trojanized game applications with bot-like capabilities that compromised Android devices [6] . These mobile botnets show that it can steal sensitive information like phone numbers, IMEI (International Mobile Equipment Identity), network operator details, IMSI (International Mobile Subscriber Identity), voice mail numbers, location information and much more from the infected devices using connection with command and control servers [7] . Whatever information under threat depends on the motivation of botmasters behind the creation of mobile botnets. But the most important threats to mobile devices from these botnets are Phishing, SMS fraud, Spyware, Fake installation, Banking Trojans and premium dialers.
Furthermore, mobile botnet has four basic components: a general PC botnet given as botmaster, command and control (C&C) server, bots and communication channel. The owner of mobile botnet is called botmaster. C&C Server is the most important component of a mobile botnet. Most of these botnets are using SMS, HTTP, HTTPS, and HTTP and SMS together as a command and control server [7] . The given servers are responsible for sending and receiving commands from botmaster to bots. The end user devices (bots) acts like a zombie once infected with malicious codes. Communication Channel refer to the network through which these components are connected with each other in a mobile botnet.
The reminder of this paper is organized as follows: in section II, we provide an overview of related work; in section III, we provide details of the methodology; section IV explains the methods of classification and section V presents the obtained results. Furthermore conclusion and acknowledgement of support for the study are given in section VI and VII respectively.
II. PREVIOUS WORK
Mobile devices are a rich source of personal information, which are usually unavailable from the personal computers. To steal this sensitive information from the mobile devices is one of the lawbreaker's activities. Similarly botnets can perform different kinds of culprit activities such as sending and receiving messages which cost users, phishing, DDoS attacks and much more. To tackle this issue, several approaches have been proposed [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . Most of these techniques consider different features including static and dynamic aspects. Here, the focus is static detection techniques. These techniques usually depends on manifest file analysis that search for malicious codes. Some of these techniques are based on the analyzing of permissions request from the user during installation from android OS [13] while others are based on signature based detection and control flow [14] .
In the light of this, a new static approach for mobile botnet detection is proposed. The main objective of this research is to detect those applications that have the capabilities of botnet attacks at install time. Similarly, this research includes investigation and evaluation of android applications. To achieve this objective a reverse engineering was conducted on the mobile botnet applications to see how mobile botnets work. On the basis of the finding and evaluation, we propose a static detection technique and develop a lightweight Android application which analyzes every application during installation time to determine whether it is mobile Botnet or benign.
III. METHODOLOGY
In this section, we propose a static technique based on features for detection of those applications that are having symptoms of mobile botnets. This technique considers the static features of the Android applications, including MD5, permissions, receivers, and background services. The framework is shown in figure 1 below. In the proposed technique, there exists four layers mobile botnet security filters that can detect all those applications having the capabilities of mobile botnet attacks. This four layers detection technique consists of MD5, permissions, broadcast receiver, and background services modules respectively. Figure 1 shows the flow of applications during analysis. This approach detects a checklist of mobile botnet applications. Using the proposed technique, whenever a user completes the installation of an application, a popup window appears on the screen if the installed application contains the injected code from the third party (cyber-criminals).
Initially we considered 1400 mobile botnet applications from different families of ISCX Android botnet dataset, while 1400 benign applications to test our technique [15, 16] . To calculate the MD5, permissions, broadcast receivers, and background services we performed reverse engineering of each application using Andro-guard Project which is available as an open source software
A. MD5 values
We used MD5 as first filter for mobile botnet detection in our technique. First we established a database of blacklisted MD5 values by collecting some of the known malicious applications. In this step, the system extracts the MD5 values and compare it with the existing malicious list. Next, it filters out the known malicious applications if it matches, otherwise it passes to the next filter. The Table below 
B. Permissions
Android markets, such as Google play store allows third party developers to freely upload their developed applications to the market without strict security checkup. Most of the mobile devices have sensitive information like contacts, locations data, and photos, and much more. Somehow, these devices are protected by permissions. A permission is an abstract concept for binding operations to resources [17] . We found from our investigation of some well-known applications downloaded from Google play store that there are 152 standard permissions used by different applications [18] .These permissions are divided into four categories: Normal, Dangerous, Signature and Signature-Or-System. Normal permissions are low risk that gives the android applications to perform actions that do not harmful for end users like VIBRATE, WAKE_LOCK and SET_WALLPAPER. Dangerous permissions are those permissions having the ability to perform harmful activities from the applications. Such as CALL_PHONE, READ_SMS, SEND_SMS, CAMERA. These applications can call to other devices, read, send, receive and write SMS without informing the owner. Signature permissions are those permission which assign to the android applications once they signed with the same certificate. The permissions which can only be granted to the applications in the Android system image or that are signed with the same certificate are called Signature-OR-System permissions. INSTALL_PACK-AGE is one of the example of these permission Figure 2 shows the top 20 most dangerous permissions of the applications we have investigated from our experiment. The next figure clearly shows that INTERNET is the most required permission in both botnet applications and benign applications. READ_PHONE_STATE is the second most dangerous permission which is twice requested of the benign applications by malwares. In our experiment, we saw that most of the botnet requested for SMS group that contains SEND-_SMS, RECEIVE_SMS, WRITE_SMS, and READ_SMS. These all dangerous permissions can harm the user with the combination of INTERNET Broadcast Receivers [19] .
The Android operating system uses broadcast messages to transmit reports to the applications. Broadcast receivers can simply respond to these messages sent by other applications or most probably sent by Android system itself. In other words, broadcast receivers are the event handlers used to receive events from the Android system or from other applications on the Android platform. The malware application register for broadcast receivers to get notified every time when the device boots up or any other latest updates occur to the device. These receivers are responsible for starting the malicious background services every time the device boots up. The malicious service opens a backdoor and handshakes with the Command & Control server's port number 9999 which starts a worker thread that waits for the attack commands from the attacker [20] . In our technique, we filter these broadcast receivers for detection of botnet application.
C. Background Services
In the Android platform, background process are mostly implemented as background services. These services are without a user interface and they provide a background functionality to the Android applications. The malware developers have more interest in these services, as they want to communicate with command and control server of mobile botnets all the time. These services can be the source for malicious communications. All the services which are used by an Android applications should be listed in the Manifest. 
IV. CLASSIFICATION METHODS
The main objective of this framework is to build a classification model that classify android applications having capabilities of mobile botnet construction. For this purpose, we have used SVM, KNN, J48, Bagging, Naïve Bayes, and Random Forest Machine Classifiers. The evaluation of our algorithm was performed by measuring the true positive ratio, false positive ratio and accuracy using the following equations. 
V. RESULTS
After obtaining the results of permissions, broadcast receivers, and background services from our approach. The best result obtained from the Naïve Bayes classifier algorithm for permissions, while J-48 gives us the slightly better results for broadcast receivers of both benign and botnet. Similarly for background process the SVM and Random Forest produced the same percentage of accuracy. According the given table Naïve Bayes gives the good results. In this paper we proposed a static approach to detect Android applications having the malicious code or malware. This framework extracts the static features from the android applications and these are MD5, permissions, broadcast receivers, and background services. We applied six different types of machine learning algorithms on our dataset to derive classification models and to classify the applications as botnet or benign. In our proposed framework the application passed with four layers of comparisons.
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